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Name of the Trainee

: Vivek Prasadh

Contact Number

: 9985949276, 8297960304.

FEED BACK:
The Course structure for the course is well prepared. Question book
provided is real time and helpful for industrial studies and for working
professionals.
All instructors were well strong about several concepts. Teaching and
explanation concepts were very clear. Doubts were cleared within a day
or two but no doubts were left unanswered. The set up for practical both
hardware and PLC is good for learning and execution.

PRESENT STATUS:
Presently Vivek Prasadh is working as an Electrical Engineer in HBL
Power Systems and drawing a salary of Rs.30, 000/- per month. He is
now leading a happy life.

Name of the Trainee : V. Siddhartha
Contact Number
: 8500350469
FEEDBACK:

Nsic is a place to gain technical knowledge. Lab at NSIC is very well
equipped and maintained. I came NSIC to undergo Industrial Automation
Course and later to get job in electrical field. Here I gained more
knowledge related to electrical wiring, electrical equipments and
automation. After getting training in NSIC now I can able handle any kind
of programming related to automation. Support and Encouragment from
faculty is very good.. After undergoing the course at NSIC, I got Job in L
& T InfoTech.

PRESENT STATUS:
Presently Siddhartha is working for L & T InfoTech and drawing a salary
of 20,000/- per month.

Name of the Trainee : Sd. Shamsheer Pasha
Contact Number
: 9248792096

FEEDBACK:

I came NSIC to undergo Industrial Automation Course and later to get job
in gulf countries on Automation. Previously I did automation course in
some other institutes, there I was not satisfied with the provided
knowledge. With intension to earn knowledge I joined NSIC. After
joining NSIC I learned lot of things related to relays, contactors, hard
wiring and PLC. I can say the best institute in Hyderabad is NSIC HYD. I
thank Mr. Muthukumaran Sir and his coordinators for giving me more
support and encouragement for learning this course.

PRESENT STATUS:
Presently Shamsheer pasha is in search of job related to automation in
gulf countries.

Name of the Trainee : Syed Fouzan Ishaqui
Contact Number
: 8886152510

FEEDBACK:

Nsic is a hub for technical knowledge and innovation. Lab at NSIC is
very well managed. I came NSIC to undergo Industrial Automation
Course and fetch job in gulf countries. I gained more knowledge related to
industries. After getting training in NSIC now I can able to write ladder
logic for any kind of Industry. I thank Mr. Muthukumaran Sir and his
coordinators for giving me more support and encouragement for learning
this course.

PRESENT STATUS:
Presently Syed Fouzan Ishaqui is looking for Job in Automation field.

Name of the Trainee : Akshay Dasharath
Hagawane
Contact Number
: 09421204438.

FEEDBACK:
I came from Nasik (Maharashtra), I am very happy that I decided to come
Hyderabad and join Industrial Automation Course at NSIC. Lab at NSIC
is very well managed. Equipments are healthy and in maintained state.I
gained more practical knowledge related to industries. Best Thing is
courses are offered at very less price, it’s a great thing as private
institutions give same coaching at price 4 times the NSIC tuition fee.

PRESENT STATUS:
Presently Akshay Dasharath Hagawane is looking for Job.

Name of the Trainee : Zagharala Mahmmad Ali
Contact Number
: 9032840826

FEEDBACK:

NSIC is a technical Hub. Lab at NSIC is very well managed. I gained
more practical knowledge related to industries. Good infra structure
facilities. I improved my knowledge both technically and practically.
Good explanation from staff. After learning Automation course I got
placed for reputed company from gulf. Thank you Nsic for providing
valuable knowledge stuff.

PRESENT STATUS:
Presently working for reputed company in gulf.

Name of the Trainee : R. varun krishna
Contact Number
:

FEEDBACK:

I am currently working for Hyderabad Instruments Transformers Pvt Ltd
as Testing Engineer. I joined NSIC to learn Industrial Automation course.
Lab at NSIC is very well managed. I gained more practical knowledge
related to industries. With fewer fees we can earn more knowledge. I
improved my programming knowledge by solving the booklet questions.

PRESENT STATUS:
Presently Varun Krishna is working for Hyderabad Instrument
Transformers Pvt Ltd and drawing 15,000/- per month.

Name of the Trainee : Parineeta Sinha
Contact Number
: 9014199845

FEEDBACK:

I am Currently pursuing M.Tech (Automation) at VIT university, Vellore.
My course in M.Tech is related to Automation so I joined NSIC
Hyderabad to undergo training in PLC and Drives.I gained much
knowledge related to practical and theoritcal. This course helps me a lot in
my Studies and in Industrial career too. Personally I felt the staff to be
very helpful and experienced . Regular Theory and practical sessions were
conducted and the doubts were clarified. I owe a big thanks to Mr.
Muthukumaran sir who helped me to complete my course in such a short
Duration of time. On the whole, the training was knowledge oriented and
flexible.

PRESENT STATUS:
Presently Parineeta Sinha pursuing M.Tech at VIT university, Vellore.

Name of the Trainee

: K. Chandra Mouli

Contact Number

: 8297793386

FEEDBACK:

Nsic is the best institute for Industrial Automation. It’s a place where we
can earn more knowledge with fewer prices. Automation lab provides all
the equipments needed for PLC. Our faculty trained us very well. Here I
gained more knowledge related to electrical wiring, electrical equipments
and automation. The booklet provides is very knowledgeable. I thank
NSIC for encouraging the students to get settled in Automation field.

PRESENT STATUS:
Presently Chandramouli is in search of job related to Industrial
Automation.

Name of the Trainee : B. Yella Ravi Teja
Address
: H.No: 25/237-B,
Sanjeevanagar,
Opp: Tourist Hotel,

Contact Number

Nandyal, Kurnool District.
: 9160967185

FEEDBACK:

NSIC is the best place for Automation. Lab facilities and the equipments
are good. The material provided to us was very helpful to grow and
improved our standards. The faculty was very helpful in solving and
clearing our doubts. The each rupee we spent is deserved. Thank you
NSIC for your cooperation and encouragement.

PRESENT STATUS:
Presently Yella Ravi Teja is looking for job in electrical and automation
field.

Name of the Trainee
Contact Number

: Manduva Mahesh Krishna
: 9573371538, 7842688918

FEEDBACK:

I am currently working on IEEE based projects. I came here to undergo
the training in Industrial Automation with intension to get job in
Automation field. I gained very good knowledge on relays, contactors,
drives, PLCs. The booklet provided was very useful. By solving booklet I
gained more practical industrial knowledge. Overall the course was very
interesting and knowledgeable for present out coming engineers.

PRESENT STATUS:
Presently Mahesh Krishna is working on IEEE projects and also looking
forward to get a job in Electrical and Automation Field.

Name of the Trainee

: B. Shiva Shankar

Contact Number

: 7799393405

FEEDBACK:

Automation course provided at NSIC Hyderabad is very useful and
helpful for my career. It fetches me to develop my career in Automation
Field. Here I learned the concept of Relays, Control Contactors, power
Contactors and hardware wiring. The booklet provided was very useful.
By solving booklet I gained more practical industrial knowledge.

PRESENT STATUS:
Presently Shiva Shankar is looking forward to get a job in Electrical and
Automation Field.

Name of the Trainee

: P. Sujan

Contact Number

: 9493361405, 984376662

FEEDBACK:

I am currently pursuing M.Tech (Power Electronics) in VIT University,
Vellore. I came NSIC to learn Drives course on my semester holidays
vocation. Here I gained knowledge on variable frequency drives and
Servo drives. The lab was well set up and it is similar to the industry. I
could able to develop some industry knowledge. The content of syllabus
is very excellent. After joining here I improved my knowledge a lot.

PRESENT STATUS:
Presently P. Sujan is pursuing M.Tech in VIT University Vellore.

Name of the Trainee

Contact Number

: Ch. Srujana

:

FEEDBACK:

I joined NSIC to undergo 6months diploma Industrial training. I felt very
new teaching method. Comparing to other training centers we are gaining
much knowledge by live practicals. We gained more knowledge in all
electrical equipments. In our 6 months course we also learned automation
which is very new to diploma candidates. The content of syllabus is
excellent. The practicals and theoriticals enhanced our knowledge.The
booklet provided for solving questions improved my knowledge and to
develop my career in electrical field.

PRESENT STATUS:
Presently C h. Srujana is pursuing diploma and aiming for higher studies.

Name of the Trainee

: N. Srikanth Yadav

Contact Number

: 9505161717, 9030238433

FEEDBACK:

I joined NSIC to undergo 6months diploma Industrial training. Teaching
facility was very good. We gained knowledge in all electrical subjects.
This diploma training includes the concepts that are in B.Tech. This
course also helps us to enter into the industries. The booklet provided is
very useful for students. We improved our skills and knowledge.
Peaceful campus for learning and doing projects.
PRESENT STATUS:
Presently N. Srikanth is pursuing diploma and aiming for higher studies.

Name of the Trainee

: B. Siva Raj

Contact Number

: 7730068515

FEEDBACK:

Nsic is a place to gain technical knowledge. Here I gained more
knowledge related to electrical wiring, electrical equipments and
automation. After getting training in NSIC now I can able handle any kind
of programming related to automation. I gained more knowledge on
relays, motors, contactors, wiring connections, drives and PLC. I thank
NSIC for giving me opportunity for enhancing my knowledge.

PRESENT STATUS:
Presently Siva Raj is working for reputed company at chennai and
drawing a salary of 12,000/- per month.

Name of the Trainee : G. Sreenidhi
Contact Number
: 8886104576

FEEDBACK:

I joined NSIC for undergoing 6 months diploma Industrial Automation
course. After getting trained in NSIC my knowledge on electrical
equipments have enhanced. I gained more knowledge on relays, motors,
contactors, drives and PLC. This 6 months training has covered the
syllabus that included in B.tech. I thank NSIC for enhancing my
knowledge.

PRESENT STATUS:
Presently Sreenidhi is pursuing diploma and aiming for higher education.

Name of the Trainee : A.RAMYA
Father’s Name
:

FEEDBACK:

I joined NSIC for undergoing 6 months diploma Industrial Automation
course. Lab is well equipped and managed. I gained more knowledge on
relays, motors, contactors and PLC. Gained knowledge by organizing
internship orientation program. Standard digital and visual classes by
using projector. Decent and professional knowledge gain and body
language towards students. Developing good and highly matured
innovative ideas in students.
PRESENT STATUS:
Presently I am pursuing diploma and aiming for higher education.

Name of the Trainee : M.V.RAMESH
Contact Number
: 9966503818

FEEDBACK:

I Joined N.S.I.C in 2013.i am the first batch student of electrical
department
In N.S.I.C. I learned many practical things here. N.S.I.C providing path
for students to go industries. control panel wiring, plc, drives I learned
here theoretically and practically.iam proud to be student of N.S.I.C

PRESENT STATUS:
Presently I am working as a guest faculty in N.S.I.C. and Drawing salary
Of 7,000/- per month.

ELECTRONICS
DEPARTMENT

SUCCESS STORY OF TRAINEES

Name of the Trainee

: VEERAMUSTI SHIVA KUMAR

Father’s Name

: KUMARA SWAMY

Address

:VILLAGE
GUDEM,
MANDAL
ODELA,
DIST
KARIMNAGAR,
TELANGANA.

Contact Number

: 9550053717

FAMILY BACKGROUND:
V.Shiva kumar son of kumara swamy belongs to an average family from a rural
background and lives in a very small village Gudem in Karimnagar. He underwent
Diploma Industrial Training 6months in NSIC-TSC. During his training period he
gained rich practical knowledge in Electronics subject like circuit assembling &
testing, production techinique,Quality control techinique,R&D technique, soldering
technics PC hardware & Networking, circuit assembling & testing , PCB designing ,
SMD techniques , soldering , Fiber Optic Cable Interconnecting with splicing
machine.
After successful completion of his course he got a placement in M/s. BIG
APPLE LIFE PVT LTD, SD Road SecunderabadTelangana.

PRESENT STATUS:
Presently Sh. V Shiva kumar working as a Technician in BIG APPLE LIFE and he
is drawn salary 8000/- per month. He feels happy, and said thanks to NSIC.

Name of the Trainee

:RAMYA

Father’s Name

:Rajaiah

Address

: Ramesh nagar, Godavarikhani,
DIST KARIMNAGAR, TELANGANA.

Contact Number

: 9494720882

FAMILY BACKGROUND:
M Ramya daughter of Rajaiah belongs to a middle family from an urban area
background and lives in a Godavarikhani in Karimnagar. she underwent Diploma
Industrial Training 6months in NSIC-TSC. During his training period she gained
rich practical knowledge in Electronics subject like circuit assembling & testing,
production techinique,Quality control techinique,R&D technique, soldering technics,
PC hardware & Networking, circuit assembling & testing, SMD
techniques,soldering, Fiber Optic Cable Interconnecting with splicing machine etc.
After successful completion of her course she got a placement in M/s.
Electronics Corporation India Limited, Kushaiguda, hyderabad in Telangana.

PRESENT STATUS:
Presently Sh. M RAMYA working as a Technician in ECIL and she is drawn salary
10,000/- per month. She feels happy.

Name of the Trainee

:B RAVIKANTH

Father’s Name

: Narayana

Address

: Srinivasa nagar, AS Rao nagar,Hyderabad, Telangana500062.

Contact Number

: 9553586664

FAMILY BACKGROUND:
B RAVIKANTH son of Narayana belongs to a poor family from a rural background
andcurently lives inHyderabad. He underwent PC Hardware Maintenance &
RepairingDuring his course traning he underwent topics likePC hardware &
Networking, Computer assembling & Deassembling, Operating System and
Antivirus installation & formatting, Booting, Crimping, Trouble shoot the CPU &
Networking Problems.
After successful completion of his course he got a
placement in M/s. HMTV Pvt Ltd. Srinivasa nagar, AS Rao nagar, Hyderabad in
Telangana.

PRESENT STATUS:
Presently Sh. B Ravikanth working as a Technicial Assistant on networking in
HMTV and he is drawn salary 12,000/- per month. He is now leading happy life.

Name of the Trainee

:M THIRUPATHI

Father’s Name

:Mallaiah

Address

:Koppuru, Mulkanoor, Karimnagar, Telangana.

Contact Number

:7893895596

FAMILY BACKGROUND:
M THIRUPATHIbelongs to a economically back family from a rural background
and lives in a Hyderabad. He underwent Diploma Industrial Training 6months in
NSIC-TSC. During his training period he gained rich practical knowledge in
Electronics subject like circuit assembling & testing, production techinique,Quality
control techinique,R&D technique, soldering technics PC hardware & Networking,
Computer assembling & Deassembling, Operating System and Antivirus installation
& formatting, Booting, Crimping, Trouble shoot the CPU & Networking Problems.
After successful completion of his course he got a placement in
M/s.VARSITYPvt Ltd. Hyderabad in Telangana.

PRESENT STATUS:
Presently Sh. M.Tirupathiworking as a Technicial Assistant in VARSITY and he
drawn salary 15,000/- per month. He is now leading happy life.

Name of the Trainee

:L.BALA KRISHNA

Father’s Name

:U.SWAMMY

Address

:SAROR NAGAR HYDERABAD, Telangana.

Contact Number

:8143608470

FAMILY BACKGROUND:
L.BALA KRISHNAbelongs to a medium income family from asemi rural
background and lives in a Hyderabad. He underwent Diploma Industrial Training
6months in NSIC-TSC. During his training period he gained practical knowledge
inElectronics subject like circuit assembling & testing, production
techinique,Quality control techinique,R&D technique, soldering technicsElectronics
&Mobile phone reparing, PC hardware & Networking, Computer assembling &
Deassembling, Operating System and Antivirus installation & formatting, Booting,
Crimping, Trouble shoot the CPU & Networking Problems.
After successful completion of his course he got a placement in M/s. POLMON
INDUSTRIES,NIZAM PET KUKATPALLY Hyderabad in Telangana.

PRESENT STATUS:
Presently Sh. L.BALAKRISHNA working as a Technicial Assistant in POLMON
INSTRUMENT and he drawn salary 9000/- per month. He is now leading happy life
and contuning his studies also.

Name of the Trainee

:GYANRANJAN MISHRA

Father’s Name

:C.MISHRA

Address

:DAIMAIGUDA NAGARAM HYDERABAD,
TELANGANA.

Contact Number

:8885060208

FAMILY BACKGROUND:
GYANRANJAN MISHRA belongs to a middle class family from an semi urban
area background curently living in a hyderabad. He underwent ELECTRONICS
TESTING AND ASSEMBLING OPERATOR 3months in NSIC-TSC. During his
training period he gained rich practical knowledge in Electronics subject like circuit
assembling & testing, productiontechinique,Quality control techinique,R&D
technique, soldering technicsPC hardware & Networking, circuit assembling &
testing, SMD techniques, soldering, Fiber Optic Cable Interconnecting with splicing
machine.He has started his own setup with the name;ORIGINELECTRONICS,and
his company is running suscucfully.
After successful completion of his course he is working with origin electronics
p.sraonagarnagaram Hyderabad.Telangana.

PRESENT STATUS:
Presently gyanranjan Mishra working with his own company named as origin
electronics.

Name of the Trainee

:K.HARIKANTH

Address

:PRASHANT COLONY,A.S RAO NAGAR,
HYDERABAD,TELANGANA.

Contact Number

:9700499401

FAMILY BACKGROUND:
K HARIKANTH one of the good student of our instute belongs to an average family
from a urban background and lives in a A.Sraonagarhyderabad. He underwent
Diploma Industrial Training 6months in NSIC-TSC. During his training period he
gained rich practical knowledge inElectronics subject like circuit assembling &
testing, production techinique,Quality control techinique,R&D technique, soldering
technicsElectronics & PC hardware & Networking, circuit assembling & testing ,
PCB designing , SMD techniques , soldering , Fiber Optic Cable Interconnecting
with splicing machine and also mobile phone technology..
After successful completion of his course in our instate and writing exams for
govt jobs ,finaly he got job in nucular fuel complex hyderabad,and he appreciate
what he has studied in NSIC_TSC.

PRESENT STATUS:
Presently Sh. K.harikanth is working as a Technician in NFChyderabad and he is
drawn salary 22000/- per month. He feels happy, and said thanks to NSIC.

Name of the Trainee

: T.AKHIL

Address

:Telangana.

Contact Number

: 9553314296

FAMILY BACKGROUND:
T. AKHILbelongs to a economically backward family from a rural background and
lives in a Hyderabad. He underwent Diploma Industrial Training 6months in
NSIC-TSC. During his training period he gained rich practical knowledge
inElectronics subject like circuit assembling & testing, production
techinique,Quality control techinique,R&D technique, soldering technicsElectronics
& PC hardware & Networking, Computer assembling &Deassembling, Operating
System and Antivirus installation & formatting, Booting, Crimping, Trouble shoot
the CPU & Networking Problems,and many other lab traning on sensor and power
circuit etc.
After successful completion of his course he got a placement in M/s. polmon
industries kukatpally,hyderabadTelangana.

PRESENT STATUS:
Presently Sh. T.AKHILworking as a Technicial Assistant in polmon instrument and
he drawn salary 8,000/- per month. He is thanking the instate for the practical
knowledge he has gained..

Name of the Trainee

: KRANTHI KUMAR

Address

:REDELWADA,VILLAGE,WARANGEL,
TELANGANA

Contact Number

: 8790809062

FAMILY BACKGROUND:
KRANTHI KUMAR belongs to an average family from a rural background and
lives in a very small village REDELWADA inwarangeldist. He underwent Diploma
Industrial Training 6months from 02-12-2013 to 30-05-2014 in NSIC-TSC.
During his training period he gained lot of practical knowledge inElectronics subject
like circuit assembling & testing, production techinique,Quality control
techinique,R&D technique, soldering technicsElectronics & PC hardware &
Networking, circuit assembling & testing ,mobile phone reparing, PCB designing ,
SMD techniques , soldering , Fiber Optic Cable Interconnecting with splicing
machine.
After successful completion of his course he is working with POLMON
INSTRUMENT kuketpallyhyderabad,Telangana.

PRESENT STATUS:
Presently Sh. Kranthikumar working as a Technician in polman instrument and he is
drawn salary 9000/- per month. He feels happy, and said thanks to NSIC.

Name of the Trainee

: P.SRIKANTH

Address

:DILSUKHNAGARHYDERABAD,TELANGANA

Contact Number

: 814345449

FAMILY BACKGROUND:
P.SRIKANTH belongs to an average family from a rural background and Curently
steeled in hyderabad ,priviousleylived in small town nearKarimnagar. He underwent
Diploma Industrial Training 6months in NSIC-TSC. During his training period he
gained rich practical knowledge inElectronics subject like circuit assembling &
testing, production techinique,Quality control techinique,R&D technique, soldering
technics PC hardware & Networking, circuit assembling & testing , PCB designing ,
SMD techniques , soldering , Fiber Optic Cable Interconnecting with splicing
machine.
After successful completion of his course he got a placed in a company named
TVV SOUTH ASIA in Telangana.

PRESENT STATUS:
Presently Shp.srikanth working tvv south asia and he is drawn salary 9000/- per
month. He feels happy, and said thanks to NSIC.

Name of the Trainee

: M. MANASA

Address

: CHIRYAL WRANGAL DIST, TELANGANA.

Contact Number

: 9666121505

FAMILY BACKGROUND:
M MANASA belongs to a middleclas family from an semi urban background and
lives in a small town named chiryal. she underwent Diploma Industrial Training
from02-12-2013 to 30-05-2014. 6months in NSIC-TSC. During his training period
she gained practical knowledge inElectronics subject like circuit assembling &
testing, production techinique,Quality control techinique,R&D technique, soldering
technics PC hardware &Networking, Electronics circuit assembling & testing, SMD
techniques, soldering, Fiber Optic Cable Interconnecting with splicing machine.
After successful completion of her course he got a placement in M/s.SRI
CONTROLS PVT LTD,KAPRA,hyderabad in Telangana.

PRESENT STATUS:
Presently M.MANASA is working with the same company and she is satisfied with
our training at NSIC-TSC, hyderabad.

Name of the Trainee

: A.PRAVEEN

Address

: S R NAGAR HYDERABAD, TELANGANA

Contact Number

: 8341264926

FAMILY BACKGROUND:
A.PREVEEN belongs to an average family from a rural background and lives in a
very small village Gudem in Karimnagar. He underwent Diploma Industrial
Training 6months in NSIC-TSC. During his training period he gained rich practical
knowledge in Electronics subject like circuit assembling & testing, production
techinique,Quality control techinique,R&D technique, soldering technics PC
hardware & Networking, circuit assembling & testing , PCB designing , SMD
techniques , soldering , Fiber Optic Cable Interconnecting with splicing machine.
After successful completion of his course he got a placement in M/s. POLMON
INSTRUMENT,KUKATPALLEYTelangana.

PRESENT STATUS:
Presently Sh. A.PRAVEEN working as a Technician in POLMON INSTRUMENT
and he is drawn salary 8000/- per month. He feels happy, and said thanks to NSIC.

Name of the Trainee

: K.PRASHANTH

Contact Number

: 9542686909

FAMILY BACKGROUND:
K.PRASHANTH belongs to an average family from a rural background and lives in
a very small village. He underwent Diploma Industrial Training 6months in NSICTSC. During his training period he gained rich practical knowledge in Electronics
subject like circuit assembling & testing, production techinique,Quality control
techinique,R&D technique, soldering technics PC hardware & Networking, circuit
assembling & testing , PCB designing , SMD techniqsoldering , Fiber Optic Cable
Interconnecting with splicing machine.
After successful completion of his course he got a placement in M/S
polmanindustries, kukatpally, Hyderabad,Telangana.

PRESENT STATUS:
Presently Sh.k.prashanth working as a Technician in polman instrument and he is
drawn salary 8000/- per month. He feels happy, and said thanks to NSIC.

Name of the Trainee

: V.KRISHNA

Contact Number

: 8686700985

FAMILY BACKGROUND:
V.KRISHNA belongs to an average family from a rural background and lives in a
very small town of telengana. He underwent Diploma Industrial Training 6months
in NSIC-TSC. During his training period he gained rich practical knowledge in
Electronics subject like circuit assembling & testing, production techinique,Quality
control techinique,R&D technique, soldering technics PC hardware & Networking,
circuit assembling & testing , PCB designing , SMD techniques , soldering , Fiber
Optic Cable Interconnecting with splicing machine.
After successful completion of his course he got a placement in M/s. BIG
APPLE LIFE PVT LTD, SD Road Secunderabad in Telangana.

PRESENT STATUS:
Presently Sh. V krishna working as a Technician in BIG APPLE LIFE and he is
drawn salary 7000/- per month. He feels happy, and said thanks to NSIC.

Name of the Trainee

:K.NAGESH

Address

:H.NO;4-4-58,RAJENDERNAGAR,
HYDERABAD,TELANGANA-505152

Contact Number

: 8897145382

FAMILY BACKGROUND:
K.NAGESH belongs to family from a urban background and lives in hyderabad. He
underwent Diploma Industrial Training 6months in NSIC-TSC. During his
training period he gained rich practical knowledge in Electronics subject like circuit
assembling & testing, production techinique,Quality control techinique,R&D
technique, soldering technics PC hardware & Networking, circuit assembling &
testing , PCB designing , SMD techniques , soldering , Fiber Optic Cable
Interconnecting with splicing machine.
After successful completion of his course he got a placement in M/s. polmon
instrument pvt ltd hyderabadTelangana.

PRESENT STATUS:
Presently k.nagesh is working with polman instrument and he is drawn salary 7000/per month. He feels happy, and said thanks to NSIC.

Name of the Trainee

: M.RAJESH

Address

:MANDAMARI ADILABAD DIST.,
TELANGANA.

FAMILY BACKGROUND:
M.RAJESH belongs to an average family from a rural background and livesd in a
very small village near mandamariadilabad.Gudem. He underwent Diploma
Industrial Training 6months in NSIC-TSC. During his training period he gained
rich practical knowledge in Electronics subject like circuit assembling & testing,
production techinique,Quality control techinique,R&D technique, soldering technics
PC hardware & Networking, circuit assembling & testing , PCB designing , SMD
techniques , soldering , Fiber Optic Cable Interconnecting with splicing machine.
After successful completion of his course he got a placement in MS YOU
ELECTRONICS pvt ltd hyderabad,Telangana.

PRESENT STATUS:
Presently Sh. M.rajesh is working with the same company and he is drawn salary
5000/- per month. He feels happy, and said thanks to NSIC.

Name of the Trainee

: P.GUNASAGAR

Address

:SHAMBUIPALLY,KAMAKPUR, DIST
KARIMNAGAR, TELANGANA.

Contact Number

: 9618275131

FAMILY BACKGROUND:
P.GUNSAGAR belongs to an average family from a rural background and lives in a
very small village in Karimnagar dist. He underwent Diploma Industrial Training
6months in NSIC-TSC. During his training period he gained rich practical
knowledge in Electronics subject like circuit assembling & testing, production
techinique,Quality control techinique,R&D technique, soldering technics PC
hardware & Networking, circuit assembling & testing , PCB designing , SMD
techniques , soldering , Fiber Optic Cable Interconnecting with splicing machine.
After successful completion of his course he got a placement in MS YOU
ELECTRONICS pvt ltd hyderabad,Telangana..
.

PRESENT STATUS:
Presently Sh. P.gunsagar working as a Technician in ms you electronics and he is
drawn salary 5000/- per month. He feels happy, and said thanks to NSIC.

Name of the Trainee

: K.HARSHITH

Address

: PADMAJA RESIDENCY DATATRAEYA
COLONY,DAMMAIGUDA,HYDERABAD,
TELANGANA.

Contact Number

: 8142337709

FAMILY BACKGROUND:
K.HARSHIT belongs to an average family from a rural background and lives in
HYDERABAD. He underwent Diploma Industrial Training 6months in NSICTSC. During his training period he gained rich practical knowledge in Electronics
subject like circuit assembling & testing, production techinique,Quality control
techinique,R&D technique, soldering technics PC hardware & Networking, circuit
assembling & testing , PCB designing , SMD techniques , soldering , Fiber Optic
Cable Interconnecting with splicing machine.
After successful completion of his course he got a placement in M/s.POLMON
INSTRUMENT,NIZAMPET ROAD,KUKATPALLY,HYDERABAD.Telangana.

PRESENT STATUS:
Presently Sh.k.harshit is working with same company and he is drawn salary 9000/per month. He feels happy, and said thanks to NSIC.

Name of the Trainee

: K.AKHIL

Address

:H.NO;6-208,APARNABILDING,
GORREKUNTA,WARANGAL,TELENGANA.

Contact Number

: 8341101781

FAMILY BACKGROUND:
K.AKHIL belongs to an good family from a rural background and lives in a very
small village Ggorrekunta in Warangal dist.. He underwent Diploma Industrial
Training 6months in NSIC-TSC. During his training period he gained rich practical
knowledge in Electronics subject like circuit assembling & testing, production
techinique,Quality control techinique,R&D technique, soldering technics PC
hardware & Networking, circuit assembling & testing , PCB designing , SMD
techniques , soldering , Fiber Optic Cable Interconnecting with splicing machine.
After successful completion of his course he got a placement in M/s.POLMON
INSTRUMENT,NIZAMPET ROAD,KUKATPALLY,HYDERABAD.Telangana.
.

PRESENT STATUS:
Presently Sh. K.akhil is working as a Technician in the above company and he is
drawn salary 8000/- per month. He feels happy, and said thanks to NSIC.

Name of the Trainee

: MAHESH

Address

:AS.RAO NAGAR, HYDERABAD,
TELANGANA-505152

Contact Number

: 9703851464

FAMILY BACKGROUND:
MAHESH belongs to an average family from a rural background and lives
inhyderabad. He underwent PC HARDWARE 2 months in NSIC-TSC. During his
training period he gained rich practical knowledge in PC hardware & Networking,
circuit assembling & testing , PCB designing , SMD techniques , soldering , Fiber
Optic Cable Interconnecting with splicing machine.
After successful completion of his course he got a placement in M/s.SRI
COMPUTERS HYDERABADTelangana.

PRESENT STATUS:
Presently Sh. MAHESH working as a Technician in SRI COMPUTERS and he is
drawn salary 7000/- per month. He feels happy, and said thanks to NSIC.

Name of the Trainee

: T.SANDEEP

FAMILY BACKGROUND:
T.SANDEEP belongs to an average family from a rural background and lives in a
very small village Gudem in Karimnagar. He underwent ELECTRONICS
TESTING AND ASSEMBLING OPERATOR PROGRAM3 montsin NSICTSC. During his training period he gained rich practical knowledge in Electronics
subject like circuit assembling & testing, production techinique,Quality control
techinique,R&D technique, soldering technics PC hardware & Networking, circuit
assembling & testing , PCB designing , SMD techniques , soldering , Fiber Optic
Cable Interconnecting with splicing machine.
After successful completion of his course he got a placement in M/s.ALFA
ELECTRONICS,HYDERABADTelangana.

PRESENT STATUS:
Presently Sh.T.SUNDEEP working as a Technician in the same companey and he is
drawn salary 5000/- per month. He feels happy, and said thanks to NSIC.

Name of the Trainee

: PARMESH

FAMILY BACKGROUND:
PARMESH belongs to an average family from a rural background and lives in a
very small village Gudem in Karimnagar. He underwent MOBILEPHONE
REPARING PROGRAM 2months in NSIC-TSC. During his training period he
gained rich practical knowledge in Electronics subject like circuit assembling
&testing,friquencies,gsm,cdma,repairingtechniquis
After successful completion
of
his
course
he
got
a
placement
in
M/s.SAMSUNG
CARE,HYDERABADTelangana.

PRESENT STATUS:
Presently Sh. PARMESH working as a Technician in SAMSUNG CARE and he is
drawn salary 8000/- per month. He feels happy, and said thanks to NSIC.

Name of the Trainee

: T.RAMESH

Contact Number

: 8688670657

FAMILY BACKGROUND:
T.RAMESH one of our good student., underwent Diploma Industrial Training
6months in NSIC-TSC. During his training period he gained rich practical
knowledge in Electronics subject like circuit assembling & testing, production
techinique,Quality control techinique,R&D technique, soldering technics PC
hardware & Networking, circuit assembling & testing , PCB designing , SMD
techniques , soldering , Fiber Optic Cable Interconnecting with splicing machine and
mobile phone technology.
After successful completion of his course he got a placement in
M/spolmaninstrument,hyderabadTelangana.

PRESENT STATUS:
Presently Sh. T ramesh working as a Technician in polman instrument and he is
drawn salary 8000/- per month. He feels happy, and said thanks to NSIC.

Name of the Trainee

: P.SNEHA

Father name

: RAMCHANDER

Address

: SAROOR NAGAR HYDERABAD,
TELANGANA.

Contact Number

: 7032671891

FAMILY BACKGROUND:
P.SNEHA belongs to a middle class family from an semi urban
backgroundandcurently lives in hyderabad. she underwent Diploma Industrial
Training from02-12-2013 to 30-05-2014. 6months in NSIC-TSC. During his
training period she gained practical knowledge inElectronics subject like circuit
assembling & testing, production techinique,Quality control techinique,R&D
technique, soldering technics PC hardware & Networking, Electronics circuit
assembling & testing, SMD techniques, soldering, Fiber Optic Cable Interconnecting
with splicing machine.
After successful completion of her course she got a placement in NSICTSC,KAMLANAGAR,HYDERABADTelangana.

PRESENT STATUS:
Presently P.SNEHA is working with the nsic-tsc as lab faculty and she is satisfied
with nour traning at NSIC-TSC,hyderabad

Name of the Trainee

: G.RAMASWAMY

Address

:KAMLANAGAR ECIL-POST, HYDERABAD,
TELANGANA.

Contact Number

: 8341183813

FAMILY BACKGROUND:
G.RAMASWAMY belongs to an average family from a rural background and
Curently working in hyderabad ,priviousley lived in small town nearKarimnagar. He
underwent Diploma Industrial Training 6months in NSIC-TSC. During his
training period he gained rich practical knowledge inElectronics subject like circuit
assembling & testing, production techinique,Quality control techinique,R&D
technique, soldering technics PC hardware & Networking, circuit assembling &
testing , PCB designing , SMD techniques , soldering , Fiber Optic Cable
Interconnecting with splicing machine.
After successful completion of his course he got a placed in our instate NSICTSC,HYDERABAD.

PRESENT STATUS:
Presently G.RAMASWAMY is working with nsic-tsc as a guest faculty and he is
drawn salary 9000/- per month. He feels happy, and said thanks to NSIC.

Name of the Trainee

: SRILATHA

Address

: AS,RAO NAGAR HYDERABAD,TELANGANA.

Contact Number

: 9014680957

FAMILY BACKGROUND:
SRILATHA belongs to a middle class family from an semi urban background and
currently lives in hyderabad. she underwent Diploma Industrial Training from0212-2012 to 30-05-2013. 6months in NSIC-TSC. During his training period she
gained practical knowledge inElectronics subject like circuit assembling & testing,
production techinique,Quality control techinique,R&D technique, soldering technics
PC hardware & Networking, Electronics circuit assembling & testing, SMD
techniques, soldering, Fiber Optic Cable Interconnecting with splicing machine.
After successful completion of her course he got a placement in
M/s.VARSITY,HYDERABADTelangana.

PRESENT STATUS:
PresentlySRILATHA is working with the same company and her salary is8000/.she is satisfied with traning at NSIC-TSC,hyderabad.

Name of the Trainee

: T. RAMYA.

Contact Number

: 7207368734

FAMILY BACKGROUND:
T Ramya belongs to a middle family from an urban area background and lives in
hyderabadcurently. she underwent Diploma Industrial Training 6months in NSICTSC. During his training period she gained rich practical knowledge in Electronics
subject like circuit assembling & testing, production techinique,Quality control
techinique,R&D technique, soldering technics, PC hardware & Networking, circuit
assembling & testing, SMD techniques, soldering, Fiber Optic Cable Interconnecting
with splicing machine etc.
After successful completion of her course she got a placement in M/s.
polmaninstrument,kukatpally,hyderabad,Telangana.

PRESENT STATUS:
Presently Sh. T RAMYA working as a Technician polman instruments pvt ltd. and
she is drawn salary 9,000/- per month. She feels happy.

Name of the Trainee

: V.MADHAVI.

Adress

: HCL colony,hyderabad

Contact Number

: 9912576490

FAMILY BACKGROUND:
V.MADHAVI belongs to a middle family from an urban area background and lives
in hyderabadcurently. she underwent ELECTRONICS TESTING AND
ASSEMBLIG OPERATOR 3months in NSIC-TSC. During his training period she
gained rich practical knowledge in Electronics subject like circuit assembling &
testing, production techinique,Quality control techinique,R&D technique, soldering
technics, PC hardware & Networking, circuit assembling & testing, SMD
techniques, soldering, Fiber Optic Cable Interconnecting with splicing machine etc.
After successful completion of her course she also worked with NSIC as
electronic lab faculty and got a placement in M/s. MEDHA SERVO DRIVES,
HYDERABAD TELENGANA..

PRESENT STATUS:
Presently Sh. M.MADHAVIworking as a Technician MEDHA SERVO DRIVES
pvt ltd. and she is drawn salary 18,000/- per month. She feels happy.

Name of the Trainee

: T.VENUGOPAL REDDY

Father’s Name

: T.VENKATA KRISHNA REDDY

Address

:PLOTNO;20-25/A.V.N,REDDYNAGAR,KAPRA,
HYDERABAD,TELANGANA.

FAMILY BACKGROUND:
T.venugopalreddy son of t.v.reddy belongs to an average family from a rural
background and lives in kaprahyderabad. He underwent PC HARDWARE 2
months in NSIC-TSC. During his training period he gained rich practical knowledge
in Electronics and pc hardware topics like maintenance and repairs of pc hardwar,
circuit assembling & testing, production techinique,Quality control techinique,R&D
technique, soldering technics PC hardware & Networking, circuit assembling &
testing , PCB designing , SMD techniques , soldering , Fiber Optic Cable
Interconnecting with splicing machine.
After successful completion of his course he got a placement in NSIC-TSC AS
GUEST FACULTY.

PRESENT STATUS:
Presently HE IS WORKING IN VIJAYVADA IN A.P. He feels happy, and said
thanks to NSIC.

Name of the Trainee

:FARNAZ

Address

: SRT COLONY,YAKUTPURA,HYDERABAD,
TELANGANA.

Contact Number

: 9849001565

FAMILY BACKGROUND:
FAENAZ belongs to a middle class minority family from an semi urban
background and lives in hyderabad she underwent ELECTRONICS TESTING
AND ASSEMBLY OPERATOR. 3 months in NSIC-TSC. During his training
period she gained practical knowledge inElectronics subject like circuit assembling
& testing, production techinique, Quality control techinique, R&D technique,
soldering technics PC hardware & Networking, Electronics circuit assembling &
testing, SMD techniques, soldering, Fiber Optic Cable Interconnecting with splicing
machine.
After successful completion of her course he got a placement in NSICTSC,hyderabad in Telangana.

PRESENT STATUS:
Presently FARNAZ is working with the same company and she is satisfied with our
training at NSIC-TSC ,hyderabad.

Name of the Trainee

: A.SRIVANI

Address

: BHARAT NAGAR COLONY KAPRA ECIL
POST,HYDERABAD, TELANGANA.

Contact Number

: 8096106502

FAMILY BACKGROUND:
A.SRIVANI belongs to a middle class family from an semi urban background and
lived in a small town named bhongir she underwent E.T.A.O 3 months in NSICTSC. During his training period she gained practical knowledge inElectronics
subject like circuit assembling & testing, production techinique, Quality control
techinique, R&D technique, soldering technics PC hardware & Networking,
Electronics circuit assembling & testing, SMD techniques, soldering, Fiber Optic
Cable Interconnecting with splicing machine.
After successful completion of her course he got a placement in NSICTSChyderabad in Telangana.

PRESENT STATUS:
Presently A.SRIVANIis working with NSIC-TSC as lab technicion and she is
satisfied with our training at NSIC-TSC ,hyderabad.

Name of the Trainee

: S.CHAITANYA

FATHER NAME

:S.JAGADISH

PHONE

: 9014396474.

FAMILY BACKGROUND:
S.CHAITANYA belongs to an average family from a rural background and lives in
a very small village. He underwent Industrial Training 6months in NSIC-TSC.
During his training period he gained rich practical knowledge in Electronics subject
like circuit assembling & testing, production techinique,Quality control
techinique,R&D technique, soldering technics PC hardware & Networking, circuit
assembling & testing , PCB designing , SMD techniques , soldering , Fiber Optic
Cable Interconnecting with splicing machine.
After successful completion of his course he got a placement in E.T.D.C
kamlanagar,ecil post, SecunderabadTelangana.

PRESENT STATUS:
Presently Sh. S.CHAITANYA working as a Testing assistant (apprentiship) is
drawing salary 5500/- per month. He feels happy, and said thanks to NSIC.

Name of the Trainee

: M. D.VAHED

FATHER NAME

: MD MUGHDUM

PHONE

:8978283606.

FAMILY BACKGROUND:
W.WAHAED belongs to an average family from a rural background and lives in a
very small village. He underwent Industrial Training 6months in NSIC-TSC.
During his training period he gained rich practical knowledge in Electronics subject
like circuit assembling & testing, production techinique,Quality control
techinique,R&D technique, soldering technics PC hardware & Networking, circuit
assembling & testing , PCB designing , SMD techniques , soldering , Fiber Optic
Cable Interconnecting with splicing machine.
After successful completion of his course he got a placement in E.T.D.C
kamlanagar,ecil post, SecunderabadTelangana.

PRESENT STATUS:
Presently Sh. W.WAHAED working as a Testing assistant (apprentiship) is drawing
salary 5500/- per month. He feels happy, and said thanks to NSIC.

Name of the Trainee

: CH. ASHOK

FATHER NAME

: CH LINGAIAH.

PHONE

: 9701061432.

FAMILY BACKGROUND:
CH.ASHOK belongs to an average family from a rural background and lives in a
very small village. He underwent Industrial Training 6months in NSIC-TSC.
During his training period he gained rich practical knowledge in Electronics subject
like circuit assembling & testing, production techinique,Quality control
techinique,R&D technique, soldering technics PC hardware & Networking, circuit
assembling & testing , PCB designing , SMD techniques , soldering , Fiber Optic
Cable Interconnecting with splicing machine.
After successful completion of his course he got a placement in HAL
balanagar,hyderabadTelangana.

PRESENT STATUS:
Presently Sh. CH.ASHOKE working as a Testing assistant (apprentiship) is drawing
salary 2800/- per month. He feels happy, and said thanks to NSIC.

Name of the Trainee

: D.RAMESH

FATHER NAME

: D.MANYANKONDA.

Address

:KAUKUNTLA,VILLAGE,DEVERKADRA,
MANDAL,MAHABOBNAGAR,DISTRICT,
TELANGANA.

Contact Number

: 7799634465

FAMILY BACKGROUND:
D.RAMESH belongs to an average family from a rural background and Curently
started his own busnes in hyderabad ,priviousley lived in small town nearmahaboubnagar.
He underwent P.C HARDWARE 2months in NSIC-TSC. During his training
period he gained rich practical knowledge inElectronics subject like circuit
assembling & testing, production techinique,Quality control techinique,R&D
technique, soldering technics PC hardware & Networking, circuit assembling &
testing , PCB designing , SMD techniques , soldering , Fiber Optic Cable
Interconnecting with splicing machine.
After successful completion of his course he Started his own busnes with the
name
SRI
VENKETESHWARA
ELECTRONICS
IN
KUSHAI
GUDA,HYDERABAD.

PRESENT STATUS:
Presently D.RAMESH is working in his own setup. He feels happy, and said thanks
to NSIC.

SOFTWARE-I
DEPARTMENT

EMBEDDED SYSTEMS MC & RTOS TRAINING

I am A.Venkatesh. I did the Embedded Systems MC &
RTOS in NSIC for the Period from 22-08-2014 to 30-112014. I am working as TCS. My salary package is Rs.2.4
LKH/PA.
A.VENKATESH

K.S.MURTHY

I am K.S.Murthy. I did the Embedded Systems MC &
RTOS in NSIC for the Period from 22-08-2014 to 30-112014. I am working as TCS. My salary package is Rs.2.4
LKH/PA.

EMBEDDED SYSTEMS VLSI & MATLAB
TRAINING

I am A. Mallika. I did the Embedded Systems VLSI
& Matlab in NSIC
for the Period from 14-07-14 to
30-11-14. I am working as TCS. My salary package is
Rs.3.2 LKH/PA.
A.MALLIKA

I am Anuradha Pandey. I did the Embedded Systems
VLSI & Matlab in NSIC for the Period from 03-012014 to 03-04-2014. I am working as COGINIZENT.
My salary package is Rs.3.1 LKH/PA.
ANURADHA
PANDEY

I am P.Chandra Teja. I did the Embedded Systems
VLSI & Matlab in NSIC for the Period from 14-07-14
to 30-11-14. I am working as TCS. My salary package
is Rs.3.2 LKH/PA.
P.CHANDRATEJ
A

I am B. Pavani. I did the Embedded Systems VLSI &
Matlab in NSIC for the Period from 14-07-14 to 30-1114. I am working as TCS. My salary package is Rs.3.2
LKH/PA.
B.PAVANI

JAVA TRAINING

I am G. Mounika. I did the Internship Programming
and Project on Java in NSIC for the Period from 16-114 to 16-5-14. I am working as TCS, MYSORE. My
salary package is Rs.3.3 LKH/PA.
G.MOUNIKA

I am K. Alekhya. I did the Internship Programming
and Project on Java in NSIC for the Period from 16-114 to 16-5-14. I am working as INFOSYS, CHENNAI.
My salary package is Rs.3.2 LKH/PA.
K.ALEKHYA

VINUTHA THOTA

I am Vinutha Thota. I did the Internship
Programming and Project on Java in NSIC for the
Period from 12-05-14 to 12-8-14. I am working as
WIPRO, CHENNAI. My salary package is Rs.3.1
LKH/PA.

I am N. Prasanna. I did the Internship Programming
on Java in NSIC for the Period from 09-06-2014 to 0908-14. I am working as ACCENTURE, BANGALURE.
My salary package is Rs.3.3 LKH/PA.
N.PRASANNA

I am Karnika Reddy. I did the Internship
Programming on Java in NSIC for the Period from 0906-2014 to 09-08-14. I am working as ACCENTURE,
BANGALURE. My salary package is Rs.3.3 LKH/PA.
KARNIKA REDDY

I am R. Sudhanjali. I did the Internship Programming
on “Java” in NSIC for the Period from 04-06-14 to 0408-14. I am working as TECH MAHINDRA,
BANGALORE. My salary package is Rs.3.1 LKH/PA.
R.SUDHANJALI

I am S. Sri Sahithi. I did the Internship Programming
on “Java” in NSIC for the Period from 24-04-13 to 2106-13. I am working as INFO OBJECTS INC, JAIPUR.
My salary package is Rs.2.8 LKH/PA.
S.SRI SAHITHI

P.VENKATA
VASUDHARANI

I am P. Venkata Vasudha Rani. I did the Internship
Programming on “Java” in NSIC for the Period from
04-6-14 to 04-08-14. I am working as TECH
MAHINDRA, CHENNAI. My salary package is Rs.3.1
LKH/PA.

SOFTWARE-II
DEPARTMENT

S/W-II SUCCESS STORIES

S. Ali Murthuza

S. Hussainvali

S. Mohammed
Shafi

I am S. Ali Murthuza, underwent Industrial Training in
NSIC for 6 months as a part of the curriculum and it was a
learning curve in the training centre. I was given placement
assistance in the company, ROTOMAKER, in Restoration
Department.

I am S. Hussainvali, underwent Industrial Training in
NSIC for 6 months as a part of the curriculum and it was a
learning curve in the training centre. I was given placement
assistance in the company, ROTOMAKER, in Restoration
Department.

I am S. Mohammed Shafi, underwent Industrial Training
in NSIC for 6 months as a part of the curriculum and it was
a learning curve in the training centre. I was given
placement assistance in the company, ROTOMAKER, in
Restoration Department.

C. Surrendra

C. Nagendra
Babu

I am C. Surrendra, underwent Industrial Training in
NSIC for 6 months as a part of the curriculum and it was a
learning curve in the training centre. I was given placement
assistance in the company, ROTOMAKER, in Restoration
Department.

I am C. Nagendra Babu, underwent Industrial Training in
NSIC for 6 months as a part of the curriculum and it was a
learning curve in the training centre. I was given placement
assistance in the company, ROTOMAKER, in Restoration
Department.

I am Jada Ganesh, underwent Training in NSIC for
Multimedia-II I year 2013. After successful training I was
given
placement
assistance
in
the
company,
ROTOMAKER, in Restoration Department.
Jada Ganesh

I am P. Vineeth Goud, underwent Training in NSIC for
Multimedia-I in the year 2014. After successful training I
was given placement in NSIC.
P. Vineeth Goud

I am Syed Noor Mohammed, underwent Training in
NSIC for Tally, Advance Excel, And Focus & Wings in
the year 2014. After successful training I was given
placement in NSIC.
Syed Noor
Mohammed

I am A. Subramanyam, underwent Training in NSIC for
3ds Max, in the year 2014. After successful training I was
given placement in Suresh Associates.
A.Subramanyam

I am P. Swapna, underwent Training in NSIC for Office
Automation, in the year 2014. After successful training I
was given placement in Physiotherapy Clinic.
P. Swapna

I am G. Ajay, underwent Industrial Training in NSIC
for 6 months as a part of the curriculum and it was a
learning curve in the training centre. I was given placement
in the Leasecom India Pvt. Ltd.
G. Ajay

I am Santosh Kumar, underwent Industrial Training in
NSIC for 6 months as a part of the curriculum and it was a
learning curve in the training centre. I was given placement
in the Leasecom India Pvt. Ltd. as a Data Operator.
Santosh Kumar

I am G.R. Sunninder, underwent Training in NSIC for
Multimedia and Maya Courses in the year 2014. After
successful training I was given placement in Prasad Film
Labs and I have done as a guest faculty in NSIC.
G.R. Sunninder

I am M. Dinesh Kumar, underwent Industrial Training in
NSIC for 6 months as a part of the curriculum and it was a
learning curve in the training centre. I was given placement
in the Leasecom India Pvt. Ltd.
M. Dinesh
Kumar

I am T. Srinivas, underwent Training in NSIC for Tally
in the year 2014. After successful training I worked as a
guest faculty in NSIC, As I got experience Certificate, I got
job in Reliance Securities.
T. Srinivas

K. Sai Vishal

I am K. Sai Vishal, underwent Industrial Training in
NSIC for 6 months as a part of the curriculum and it was a
learning curve in the training centre. After completing my
training I have been placed as a Data Operator in
Leasecom India Pvt. Ltd.

P. Deepak
Reddy

I am P. Deepak Reddy, underwent Industrial Training in
NSIC for 6 months as a part of the curriculum and it was a
learning curve in the training centre. I was given placement
in NSIC as a Guest Faculty.

I am M. Vijaya, underwent Training in NSIC for Tally in
the year 2014. After successful training I was given
placement in Leasecom India Pvt. Ltd.
M. Vijaya

I am P. Bhargavi, underwent Training in NSIC for
Multimedia in the year 2011. After successful training I
was given placement in NSIC as a Guest Faculty.
P. Bhargavi

I am Ashwini, underwent Training in NSIC for
Multimedia in the year 2014. After successful training I
was given placement in PIXEL FILM RESTORE.
Ashwini

I am Sujatha, underwent Training in NSIC for
Multimedia in the year 2014. After successful training I
was given placement in PIXEL FILM RESTORE.
Sujatha

A.Manohar

I am A. Manohar, underwent Industrial Training in
NSIC for 6 months as a part of the curriculum and it was a
learning curve in the training centre. I was given placement
assistance in the company, ROTOMAKER, in Restoration
Department.

I am C. Nagendra Babu, have done my project in NSIC.
And I was given opportunity to work in Hollywood Visual
Effects School.
Nagendra Babu

CNC-CAD/CAM
DEPARTMENT

AUTOCAD TRAINING

I am P Jagadeesh . I did the Autocad 2D & 3D Training
in NSIC for the Period from 20-10-2014 to 19-11-2014. I
am working as SRT Industries, Cherlapally . My salary
package is Rs.1,44,000 LKH/PA.
P jagadeesh

S Bhagya
Lakshmi

D Satish

I am S Bhagya Lakshmi. I did the Autocad 2D & 3D in
NSIC for the Period from 17-06-2013 to 16-07-2013. I am
working as V S Associates HYd. My salary package is
Rs.1,20,000/- LKH/PA.

I am D Satish . I did the Autocad 2D & 3D (MSME)
Training in NSIC for the Period from 03-12-2012 To1501-2013. I am working as Four M Tech Pvt. Ltd,
Cherlapally . My salary package is Rs.1,32,000/LKH/PA.

I am B Mansa. I did the Autocad 2D & 3D in NSIC for
the Period from 26-05-2014 to 25-06-2014. I am working
as Spicer Indida Ltd. My salary package is Rs.1,80,000/LKH/PA
B Mansa

I am M A Siddhartha . I did the Autocad & Catia Training
in NSIC for the Period from 16-06-2014 To31-07-2014. I
am working as Cyient Pvt. Ltd, Uppal . My salary
package is Rs.1,33,200/- LKH/PA
M A Siddhartha

CATIA TRAINING

I am N Sivabalaji. I did the Catia Training in NSIC for
the Period from 07-10-2014 To 21-11-2014. I am working
as Amararaja Batteries, Tirupati . My salary package is
Rs.1,80,000 /- LKH/PA.
N Sivabalaji

CNC PROGRAMMING & OPERATIONS-MILLING &
TURNING TRAINING

T SHIVA
KUMAR

I am A.T Shiv Kumar . I did the CNC Milling (MSME)
Training in NSIC for the Period from 22-08-2011 To 0710-2011. I am working as Cenerg Gobal Tools,
Ibrahimpatnam. My salary package is Rs.10,8000/LKH/PA.

I am C P Jagadeesh Achari. I did the CNC Milling
Training in NSIC for the Period from 13-09-2014 to 28-102014. I am working as Aditya Pretech Company,
Balanagar. My salary package is Rs.1,44,000 LKH/PA.
CP
JAGADEESH

I am B Atchuta Mani . I did the CNC Milling Training
in NSIC for the Period 2 Months in 2010. I am working as
Sescoi India Solution (P) Ltd, Pune. My salary package
is Rs. 6,00000 LKH/PA.
B Atchuta Mani

I am C Shankaraiah. I did the CNC Milling & Turning
(MSME) Training in NSIC for the Period from 01-08-2012
to 30-11-2012. I am working as Dllcam Industries,
Nacharam. My salary package is Rs.1,20000 LKH/PA.
C Shankaraiah

P Suryanarayana

I am P Suryanarayana . I did the CNC Milling & Turning
(STST) Training in NSIC for the Period from 17-07-2012
To 17-09- 2012. I am working as Ramesh Krishna Engg.
Works, Moula-Ali , Hyd. My salary package is Rs.
1,20000 LKH/PA.

I am Ravi. I did the CNC Milling Training in NSIC for
the Period from 10-02-2014 To 25-03-2014. I am working
as Parsun E Technolohy, Balanagar. My salary package
is Rs.1,08,000 LKH/PA.
Ravi

A Santosh

I am A Santosh . I did the CNC Milling & Turning
(STST) Training in NSIC for the Period from 10-07- 2012
TO 10-09-2012. I am working as Prathi Raj Metal
Master, Cherlapally. My salary package is Rs. 1,08,000 /LKH/PA.

K Sanyasi Rao

I am K Sanyasi Rao. I did the CNC Milling Training in
NSIC for the Period from 13-09-2013 To 28-10-2013 . I
am working as Surya Engneering Fabrication,
Jeedimetla. My salary package is Rs.1,44,000 /- LKH/PA.

N Ganesh

I am N Ganesh . I did the CNC Milling & Turning
(MSME) Training in NSIC for the Period 01-08-2012 TO
30-11-2012. I am working as Aladi Drilling Equment,
Cherlapally. My salary package is Rs. 96,000/- LKH/PA.

B Pranay

I am B Pranay. I did the CNC Milling Training in NSIC
for the Period from 10-12-2013 To 24-01-2014 . I am
working as APSRTC Zonal Work Shop. My salary
package is Rs.60,000 /- LKH/PA.

L Sai Prasad

I am L Sai Prasad . I did the CNC Milling Training in
NSIC for the Period from 13-09-2013 To 28-10-2013. I am
working as Macto Technologies, Balanagar. My salary
package is Rs. 84,000 /- LKH/PA.

G Shankumukha
Rao

I am G Shankmukha Rao. I did the CNC Turning (STST)
Training in NSIC for the Period from 13-09-2013 To 2810-2013 . I am working asRamatech Manufacturing
Industries, Kushaiguda. My salary package is Rs.1,44,000
/- LKH/PA.

I am G Jagajeevan . I did the CNC Turning Training in
NSIC for the Period from 13-09-2013 To 28-10-2013. I am
working as NFC, ECIL. My salary package is Rs. 74,000 /LKH/PA.
G Jagajeevan

I am M Nagaraju. I did the CNC Turning Training in
NSIC for the Period from 01-07-2014 To 15-08-2014. I am
working as Vem Technology, Bachupally, Miyapur. My
salary package is Rs.1,14,000/- LKH/PA.
M Nagaraju

I am Bokka Srinivas . I did the CNC Turning Training in
NSIC for the Period 45 Days. I am working as Jurong
Ship Yard, Singrore. My salary package is Rs. 3,60,000/ LKH/PA.
Bokka Srinivas

N Naresh Kumar

I am N Naresh Kumar. I did the CNC Milling Training in
NSIC for the Period from 13-09-2013 To 28-10-2013. I am
working as NSIC-TSC, HYD-62. My salary package is
Rs.90,000/- LKH/PA.

I am V Harish Kumar . I did the CNC Turning Training
in NSIC for the Period from 12-05-2014 To 27-06-2014. I
am working as Koteshwara Cam Systems Pvt. Ltd. My
salary package is Rs. 84,000/- LKH/PA.
V Harish Kumar

I am G Hari Krishna . I did the CNC Milling (MSME)
Training in NSIC for the Period from 22-08-2011 To 0710-2011. I am working as NS P Enterprises, Kushaiguda,
Hyd . My salary package is Rs.10,8000/- LKH/PA.
G Hari Krishna

MD. Abdullah
Khan

MD. Abdullah
Khan

I am MD. Abdullah Khan. I did the CNC Milling
Training in NSIC for the Period from 15-11-2006 To 2912-2006. I am working as Van Mcneil Preeision
Manufacturin Pvt. Ltd, Nacharam. My salary package is
Rs.1,44,000/- LKH/PA.

I am MD. Abdullah Khan. I did the CNC Turning
Training in NSIC for the Period from 27-10-2005 To 1212-2005. I am working as Van Mcneil Preeision
Manufacturin Pvt. Ltd, Nacharam. My salary package is
Rs.1,44,000/- LKH/PA.

CAD/CAM UNIGRAPHICS TRAINING

I am A.S Sai Vikram . I did the CAD/CAM Unigraphics
(MSME) Training in NSIC for the Period from 01-012013 To 29-03-2013. I am working as S.K.S Bearings in
Sec-Bad . My salary package is Rs.2,64,00 /- LKH/PA.
S Sai Vikram

Thalada Ramarao

N Mahendra Goud

Y V V Prasad

I am Thalada Ramarao. I did the CAD/CAM Unigraphics
(MSME) in NSIC for the Period from 03-12-2012 To 2802-2013. I am working as NFC. My salary package is
Rs.74,400 /- LKH/PA.

I am N Mahendra Goud . I did the CAD/CAM
Unigraphics (MSME) Training in NSIC for the Period from
03-12-2012 To 28-02-2013. I am working as Openam
Company Balanagar . My salary package is Rs.1,20,000/LKH/PA.

I am Y V V Prasad. I did the CAD/CAM Unigraphics
(MSME) in NSIC for the Period from 03-12-2012 To 2802-2013. I am working as Rolan Seals, Mallapur. My
salary package is Rs.1,20,000/- LKH/PA.

T shiv Kumar

MD. Abdullah
Khan

I am A.T Shiv Kumar . I did the CAD/CAM Unigraphics
Training in NSIC for the Period from 21-01-2014 to 1903-2014. I am working as Cenerg Gobal Tools,
Ibrahimpatnam . My salary package is Rs.10,8000/LKH/PA.

I am MD. Abdullah Khan. I did the Unigraphics Training
in NSIC for the Period from 17-12-2012 To 15-02-2013. I
am working as Van Mcneil Preeision Manufacturin Pvt.
Ltd, Nacharam. My salary package is Rs.1,44,000/LKH/PA.

